CCF GENETICS RESEARCH
Reassessing the Bottleneck
Why do the cheetahs have low diversity?

Genetic traits
What causes the genetic defects in
the cheetah?
1)
2)
3)
4)

Collect phenotype data
Perform association study
Or: perform whole genome sequencing
Identify candidate gene or mutation

1) Assess current genetic variation
2) Determine past genetic variation
3) Determine how much time it would take to obtain
current variation
4) Determine which scenario fits best

The Life Technologies
Conservation Genetics
Laboratory

Sperm defects:

Morphological defects:

Relatedness
Does this litter have one or several
sires? Are these two cheetahs
siblings/related?

Genetic ID of picture
What is the genetic ID of the
cheetah on the camera trap foto?
1) Collect scat samples next to camera
trap stations
2) Obtain genetic ID of the scat sample:
species + individual
3) Match genetic profile to the picture
taken by the camera trap

Population Structure
How different are the cheetahs in
different regions?
1) Obtain genetic profiles of cheetah
range countries/regions
2) Determine how different they are from
eachother, i.e. how long they have
been isolated from eachother

CHEETAH
GENETICS

Genetic ID based biomedical
study of wild cheetahs
Unique opportunity to perfrom a longterm
biomedical study on wild cheetahs!
1) Daily scat collection
2) Obtain genetic ID, assign the sample to the correct
individual
3) Perform longterm biomedical study on the sample:

Determine stress levels

Determine levels of reproductive hormones

Parasitology + digestive flora

Prey identification

1) Obtain genetic profile of individuals
2) Assess how much genetic variation
they share by common descent
3) Determine the degree of relatedness
between individuals

Scat based census
How many cheetahs are there?
1) Find as many scat samples as possible
with the help of scent dogs
2) Obtain genetic IDs
3) Determine the number of different
cheetahs represented in the samples
4) Estimate animal numbers/density

scat

EXAMPLES of COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS:
White Rhino Pedigree
Collaboration with Ongava
Research Center
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Lion relatedness

Carnivore scat ID

Collaborations with Erindi reserve
and Ongava Research Center

Collaboration with PUCRS, Brazil

